PRESS RELEASE

Microsoft and Infosys Technologies Expand Relationship with
Increased Focus on Seamless Collaboration
Infosys Establishes Dedicated Microsoft Facility with More than 400 Seats
Bangalore, India, Nov. 27, 2007– Infosys Technologies Limited (NASDAQ: INFY), a world leader in
consulting and information technology (IT) services, today announced several strategic efforts
directed toward deepening services delivered to Microsoft Corp., including a new dedicated Vendor
Offshore Facility (VOF) and a Microsoft Dynamics Concept Center.
As a strategic partner of Microsoft, Infosys has a multi-dimensional relationship with the company.
Infosys has established the new 400 seat capacity VOF to facilitate and highlight its expertise in
working on Microsoft programs and industry-leading solutions. It is completely compliant with
Microsoft’s rigorous security and privacy standards.
In addition, Infosys has developed a Microsoft Dynamics Concept Center that is designed to
showcase Infosys employees’ thought leadership around Microsoft technologies and accelerate
deployment of solutions developed around the Microsoft Dynamics line of business solutions to
clients.
Moorthy Uppaluri, CEO of Microsoft IT-Global, stated: “Together with Infosys we are creating
technology solutions that enable the businesses of our customers and stakeholders to be PeopleReady. At Microsoft, we firmly believe that the talented people we engage with are our fundamental
and most important asset, helping us accelerate the transformation and growth of our business. I
expect this relationship to grow deeper and broader with time. The infrastructure and support that
Infosys has dedicated to Microsoft represents its commitment to our continued success.”
Since 1998, Infosys has provided a broad range of services from consulting to development to
support for Microsoft. The companies’ collaboration has resulted in measurable enhancements to
productivity, customer and partner experience, and operational efficiencies across Microsoft’s
businesses while enabling Infosys to refine its industry service offerings for high-tech companies.
Examples of joint projects include:
•

Architecting and deploying a business intelligence (BI) platform built on next generation
Microsoft BI technologies for Microsoft to analyze and provide important feedback on
customer interactions to product teams.

•

Supporting Microsoft’s focus on customer experience by architecting and deploying a
download Web site, reducing the time from product release-to-market to availability of
downloads to less than 10 days from six to eight weeks. Within the first two weeks of launch,
more than 30,000 Microsoft customers accessed the download solution and new capabilities.

•

Establishing a Test Center of Excellence focused exclusively on quality assurance of IT
solutions for Microsoft to manage its customer and partner relationships.

•

Building a talent management platform for Microsoft to deliver development and retention
programs to its more than 70,000 employees.

“The Infosys and Microsoft relationship is a shining example of how a strong collaboration may
enhance a client’s competitive advantage in the marketplace,” said Anand Swaminathan, associate
vice president, High-Tech & Manufacturing, Infosys Technologies. “Infosys is committed to combining
its industry solutions and services and extending the global delivery model we pioneered to enable
Microsoft to deliver world class software and customer experience in the flat world.”
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About Microsoft
Founded in 1975, Microsoft (NASDAQ: MSFT) is the worldwide leader in software, services and solutions that
help people and businesses realize their full potential. For more information please visit www.microsoft.com

About Microsoft India
Microsoft Corp. India Private Ltd. is a subsidiary of Microsoft Corp. Currently with over 5,000 employees,
Microsoft India has offices across the 10 cities of: New Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Calcutta, Chennai, Hyderabad,
Pune, Ahmedabad, Chandigarh and Nagpur.

About Infosys Technologies Ltd.
Infosys Technologies Ltd. (NASDAQ: INFY) defines, designs and delivers IT-enabled business solutions that help
Global 2000 companies win in a flat world. These solutions focus on providing strategic differentiation and
operational superiority to clients. Infosys creates these solutions for its clients by leveraging its domain and
business expertise along with a complete range of services. With Infosys, clients are assured of a transparent
business partner, world-class processes, speed of execution and the power to stretch their IT budget by
leveraging the Global Delivery Model that Infosys pioneered. Infosys has 80,000 employees in 40 offices
worldwide. Infosys is part of the NASDAQ-100 Index. For more information visit www.infosys.com

Safe Harbor
Statements in connection with this release may include forward-looking statements within the meaning of US
Securities laws intended to qualify for the “safe harbor” under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act. These
forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties including those described in our SEC filings
available at www.sec.gov including our Annual Report on Form 20-F for the year ended March 31 2007, our
Quarterly Reports on Form 6-K for the quarterly periods ended June 30, 2007 and September 30, 2007, and our
other recent filings, and actual results may differ materially from those projected by forward-looking statements.
We may make additional written and oral forward-looking statements but do not undertake, and disclaim any
obligation, to update them.

For further information please contact:
North America
Peter McLaughlin
Infosys Technologies Ltd, US
Phone: 213 268-9363
Peter McLaughlin

Asia Pacific
Bani Paintal Dhawan
Infosys Technologies, India
Phone: 080 51563373
Bani Paintal Dhawan

Australia
Roger Langsdon
Infosys Technologies Australia
Phone: 61 417 376 433
Roger Langsdon

EMEA
Nathan Linkon
Infosys Technologies
Phone: +44 (0) 207 715 3445
Nathan Linkon

Microsoft Rapid Response Team
Waggener Edstrom Worldwide for Microsoft
Phone: 503 443-7070
Rapid Response Team
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